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Tourism Plan 1 

Tianmenshan Mountain National Forest Park  （One day tour） 

 

The second day: Tianmenshan Mountain national Forest Park - City Dining accommodation: No No: sent to College 

Love in the Academy of soldiers, appearance: first the soul of 

environmental protection has been as early as 8:00 to Tianmen Shan 

cableway station, Tour [Tianmen Mountain National Forest Park 

(tickets, including round-trip Cable + CAR). Tianmen Mountain 

culture heritage, "Wuling" said, more Xiangxi Kamiyama's 

reputation, and peak, stone, spring, river, cloud, Lin in one, 

set hung, surprising, show, insurance, secluded in a body, is known as the original aerial garden. We take 

the Tianmen Mountain cableway, visit Tianmen Mountain Tianmen cave, 99 curved highway Wonders (avenue of 

Babel), Li villa, glass cliff Guiguzi disc, Yunmeng Xian Ding, Tianmen Mountain Temple, Lingquan, wood 

and other famous attractions. Experience led The foot, overlooking the Vientiane in "Qi, heroic feelings. 

After playing about 16:00 back to Zhangjiajie, the end of the trip! 

[service standards and offer] (unit price: 328 yuan / person): 

"As powers shift: inclusion. 

1、The first big attractions tickets: Tickets itinerary included, (glass plank shoes, escalator) 

2、Car: with 5 ~ 55 air-conditioned car travel (car according to the group number, guarantee a person place); 

3、Dining: 1 meals 30; 

4、Tour guide: excellent guide guide service; 

5、Insurance: gift of travel agency liability insurance, scenic spot accident insurance (proposal to buy personal accident insurance); 

[cost]: 

1, other expenses: does not contain personal consumption and evening performances, voluntary choice! Does not contain scenic 

cableway, elevators, and other personal entertainment or means of transport costs. 

Project name: Price  

(yuan / person):

Reference  

suggestion: 

Project name: Price  

(yuan / person): 

Reference  

Tianmenshan  

Mountain forest 

 sightseeing  

cable car 

One way 25 According to

 personal  

physical 

Tianmen cave  

sightseeing escalator 

32 According to 

 personal  

physical 

Glass plank 

 shoes 

10 Need to buy    

[warm tip]: 

1[hotel] to promote environmental protection, most hotels in Hunan cancel free disposable wash supplies about, please guests in advance owned. 

Due to the late development in Xiangxi area, accommodation and other cities compared to a certain gap exists between the and most of the hotels 

have limited supplies hot water and air conditioning, before the group please have thought preparation. 

2[about the trip] in ensuring that the scenic spot is not reduced, the tour guide has the right to adjust the order of the actual situation to play the order 

of power; if the case of human factors (such as the train, flight delays, weather, earthquake and other natural disasters), resulting in the cost of 

increasing the guests themselves, I was responsible for coordinating the handling! 

3[about charges route for packing of special, tourists dining, excluding housing, midway voluntarily leave the mission, fee shall not be reduced! 

Where the holder of a variety of preferential certificate, refund for the travel agency agreement price reduced price refund now, not listing price! 

Please CanTuan before consulting customer service! 

4[about quality] my agency reception quality to guests at the local signed opinions lists, please carefully fill in. Such as tourists in the way of any 
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problem, please call our service quality supervision telephone: 0744-8882001, we will in the first time to help solve! Such as return to raise any 

objection, please forgive me agencies shall not be handled. During the trip, please pay attention to safety and take good care of the luggage, caused 

by the loss of life and property, the agency with assisting the recovery but does not assume any responsibility. 

5[note] 70 years of age or older or 16 years of age children under must be accompanied by a guardian party may participate in the above individual 

mission trip to fight, to the health of your body, the frail elderly, hypertension, heart disease patients, not to participate in the line, if there is a 

history of more than a person hide disease and the occurrence of any accident, the travel agency does not assume all liability arising therefrom. 

6[a car]: Zhangjiajie National Forest Park scenic area must take the scenic green car includes the cost of the tickets in time), transfer times more, 

please pay attention to take care of your belongings. Due to the local reception tourist vehicles more nervous, traveling vehicles may appear chariot, 

please understanding visitors, please keep personal belongings (especially cash, securities and valuables) 

7[warm reminder: visitors, please be sure to bring your ID card; while travelling, please take good care of your financial and custody is wrong to 

cause loss or damage, the travel agency does not assume responsibility. Please frere in tourism destination abstinence, without a guide please don't 

accept the opposite sex massage, sauna and other specific services, very serious consequences! 

    On behalf of a line of _____people, I have read the above itinerary and other matters of attention, and I am willing to 

choose and follow the schedule!And as a contract(number: _____________) travel accessories. 

            
                                                                  Guest Signature: _______  Date: ______ 




